If you want to look for articles on a certain topic which have been published in a specific journal, enter the keywords along with the journal title, e.g. articles on adolescent crime in the journal Youth and Society published since 2005.

If you refine your search by adding results beyond the University of Huddersfield’s collections, you will find references for items that are not immediately available.

You can select options on the left side of the screen to refine your search. Popular choices for limiting your results are to select Scholarly & Peer-Review or to select a particular Content type or Discipline. Click to select specific content types such as journal articles, books, etc. or to choose your discipline from the list.

You can use the slider to change the Publication Date range of results or enter the date in the box below. Then click on Update.

For additional support:
Use Help and Feedback options in Summon.
Consult your subject guide at http://hud.libguides.com
Visit the Library Subject Enquiry Desk.
Tel. 01484 473888
Clicking on More options for Subject Terms produces a pop-up box of relevant terms which you can use to make your search more specific. Click on subject terms to select them from the list then click the at the top right hand corner of the list to close it.

**Tips on searching in Summon**

At higher levels of study and research, and for literature reviews, a strategic approach to searching is needed. The success of your search depends on the keywords that you use.

- Identify your keywords in your assignment or related to your topic.
- Use a thesaurus or dictionary to find related terms and think about acronyms or abbreviations.
- Don’t forget to search for people, places, and organisations related to your topic.
- Use * to replace one or more letters in a word, e.g. organi*ation for organisation or organization.
- Use ? to replace one letter, e.g. organi?ation for organisation or organization.
- Expand keywords by thinking around your topic, e.g. computing, informtaion technology, ICT etc.
- Identify words from different cultures, e.g. rubbish/garbage.
- Continue to revise your search, e.g. use the Refine your search section in Summon which suggests types of content, specific subject terms and publication dates.

**Phrase searching**

By putting double quotation marks " " around a set of words, you will search for the exact words in that order without any change. For example, to find items about study skills, enter "study skills".

**Advanced search screen**

You can use the advanced search screen to be more specific in your search.

If you are looking for a specific journal article from a reading list or bibliography, enter details in the appropriate search boxes, e.g. an article on ritual by Middleton in the journal Drama Review.